CALLS FOR
PAPERS
Final Round of Calls for 2020
STRIFE IS A QUARTERLY, PEER-REVIEWED
ACADEMIC PERIODICAL PUBLICATION WHICH
PUBLISHES ARTICLES ON THE THEME OF
CONFLICT, BROADLY DEFINED.
Submissions may include studies of conflict in
history, art and media, the relationship between war
and state, the interrelation of war and society,
analyses of strategy, operations and military tactics,
diplomacy and international relations, and more
narrowly defined subjects. There is no restriction as
to period or geographical focus.

THE FOLLOWING CALLS FOR PAPERS ARE
CURRENTLY OPEN:
1. General Call for Strife Journal and Strife Blog
2. Call for "Grand Strategy of Middle Powers" Series
3. Call for "Nuclear weapons and international
security: the outlook for 2040" Series
4. Call for "Berber identities and conflicts in postcolonial North Africa" Series
5. Call for "Caribbean Maritime Security" Series

• Deadline for Strife Journal and ALL Series calls:
03 January 2021
• Deadline for Strife Blog: Rolling

STANDARD CALL
Deadline for Journal: 03 January 2021
Deadline for Blog: Rolling
Strife is an internationally recognised dual format publication
comprised of Strife academic blog and the peer-reviewed
quarterly, Strife Journal. Based within the Department of War
Studies at King's College London, Strife is led by doctoral
researchers and engages with contributors from postgraduate
students to senior faculty members, as well as field experts and
policy analysts from around the world.
Our thematic focus is ‘conflict’ in all shapes and forms. We
combine political, historical, literary, and philosophical
approaches to conflict for our readers. Whilst Strife Blog
focuses on short (1000-1200 word) articles on contemporary
and policy relevant analysis, Strife Journal publishes longer
(4000-5000 word) academic articles that engage in more indepth theoretical and empirical analysis. These must include an
abstract of 100 words and should meet referencing and
formatting guidelines. Both publications also accept book
reviews of academic titles published in 2020 and shorter pieces
of 1500-2000 words discussing the topic of Art and War (e.g.
exhibition or literary reviews). If you are interested in submitting
a piece for publication, please submit journal papers to
journal.submissions@strifeblog.org and blog articles to
blog@strifeblog.org.
Now entering its ninth year of publication, Strife has grown a
substantial readership with over 3.5 million readers in the
year 2019/20. It has been recognised internationally for its work
in security and recommended as a source for insight into UK
defence analysis. Both of our publications involve a peer review
process and we pride ourselves on working closely with
contributors to advise on and optimise the impact of pieces.

CALL FOR GRAND
STRATEGY OF
MIDDLE POWERS
Deadline 03 January
Strife blog is pleased to announce the call for contributions to
its new series "Grand Strategy of Middle Powers" .
The main goal of this series is to publish articles discussing a
range of topics related to the applicability of Grand Strategy
outside the scope of great powers. A middle power here will be
loosely depicted as a sovereign nation with moderate
international influence, larger regional influence and important
international recognition. Themes could include but are by no
means limited to:
• How to use traditional grand strategy literature to
analyse middle powers;
• Middle powers’ systemic impact (their influence on the
International System);
• Resource availability to the implementation of a grand
strategy by middle powers;
• Use of coalitions and multilateral organisations as a
soft balancing practice against great powers;
• The importance of military power to middle powers;
• The role of development in the grand strategy of middle
powers;
• Grand strategy and the rise of emerging powers.
There is no restriction as to period or geographical
focus, and articles assessing cases of small powers/states will
be welcomed as well. Articles should be 1000-1200 words in
length and meet the submission guidelines. Articles will be
subject to review by the Series Editor and Blog Coordinating
Editor. To submit an article or ask questions, please email:
blog.coordinating.editor@strifeblog.org

CALL FOR NUCLEAR
WEAPONS AND
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY:
THE OUTLOOK FOR 2040
Deadline 03 January
Strife blog is pleased to announce the call for contributions to its new series
"Nuclear weapons and international security: the outlook for 2040".
Noting the many and complex changes to international security that have
occurred in the 20 years since the landmark 2020 Review Conference of the
Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty, and concomitant evolution of the ways in
which we conceptualise, control and engage with nuclear weapons, this
series asks what we can accomplish in the next 20 years.
This series is looking to publish on three central themes:
- The Future of Arms Control
· New arms control institutions
· Strategies for strengthening existing institutions
· Innovative arms control strategies to address future threats
- A World Without Nuclear Weapons
· The political and security dynamics of a world without nuclear weapons
· Tools or mechanisms for disarmament verification
· Methods for threat mitigation and deterrence in a world without nuclear
weapons
- The Impact of Emerging Technologies on Nuclear Weapons Policy
and the Strategic Environment
· The risks and opportunities specific technologies present to nuclear
policymakers
· Tools for mitigating the destabilising effects of specific technologies
· How specific technologies could enable a world without nuclear weapons
Articles should be around 1000-1200 words in length and meet with all of
the submission guidelines. Articles will be subject to a
review by the Series Editor and the Blog Coordinating Editor prior to
acceptance. If you are interested in submitting an article for publication, or
have an idea or query you wish to discuss, please contact our editorial team
at: blog.coordinating.editor@strifeblog.org

CALL FOR BERBER
IDENTITIES AND
CONFLICTS IN POSTCOLONIAL NORTH AFRICA
Deadline 03 January
Strife blog is pleased to announce the call for contributions to its new series
"Berber identities and conflicts in post-colonial North Africa".
This series is looking to publish on Berber identities in post-colonial North
Africa,specifically the Maghreb (Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco), Egypt and Libya.
Themes could include but are not limited to:
· Berbers in conflicts in North Africa
· The polarisation of tensions between Berbers and Arabs during and
after colonisation
· The impact of colonisation on ethnic divides
· The ‘Berber question’ in post-independence politics
· Berber activism
Questions could include:
· To what extent have colonial administrations polarised tensions
between Berbers and Arabs?
· How was this reflected in post-independence conflicts/popular
revolutions?
· How has the ‘Berber question’ been addressed by North African
governments since the end of colonisation?
This interdisciplinary Series is not limited to international relations or conflict
studies and welcomes contributions from diverse fields, such as
anthropology, history or linguistics. Articles should be around 1000-1200
words in length and meet with all of the submission guidelines. Articles will
be subject to a review by the Series Editor and the Blog Coordinating Editor
prior to acceptance to the series. If you are interested in submitting an
article for publication, or have an idea or query you wish to discuss, please
contact our editorial team at: blog.coordinating.editor@strifeblog.org

CALL FOR
CARIBBEAN
MARITIME SECURITY
Deadline 03 January
Strife blog is pleased to announce the call for contributions to
its new series "Caribbean Maritime Security".
This series is looking to publish on a range of topics and
perspectives related to Caribbean maritime security. There is
no restriction as to period, nor is there a requirement to
include a broader regional perspective. Articles can focus on a
single theme related to Caribbean Maritime Security like a
specific country within the region. The themes could include
but are not limited to:
· Regional Navies and Coast Guards
· Emerging Maritime Threats in the Caribbean
· ‘Great Power Competition’ in Caribbean Maritime
Security Port and Panama Canal Infrastructure Security
· Caribbean History and Maritime Security
· Illegal Narcotics Trafficking as a Maritime Issue
Articles should be around 1000-1200 words in length and
meet with all of the submission guidelines. Articles will be
subject to a review by the Series Editor and the Blog
Coordinating Editor prior to acceptance to the series. If you are
interested in submitting an article for publication, or have an
idea or query you wish to discuss, please contact our editorial
team at: blog.coordinating.editor@strifeblog.org

